All Contactless
if Required!!!

Sell for
$1.00 up to

65% Profit!
Great for:
3 Mothers Day




Friend Grams
Father Daughter Dance
Valentine’s Day

Additional
BONUS!!!
Always have a plan B! Whether your school can
do our traditional Holiday Gift Shop or Covid-19
forces a plan B we’ve got you covered!
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You can receive 400 roses if
you sign up for the gift shop

Snifty Pencil Toppers!

Lots of Designs!
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Sell for $1.00
Almost 50% Profit!

We are offering a Virtual Gift Shop!
Request Complimentary
Samples
For Your Next Board
Meeting!
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Your
school
Profits
$6
Per Kit!

2

Custom
School
Face
Masks!
FREE!!! Do It Yourself Carnival

Valued at $725
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25% Off of Any

Applies to any school
that books the gift shop!
*Minimum Applies*

A Full Service Carnival Package!!!

Ask about our Fundraising Virtual Carnivals!

We have exciting

News!

Students can now shop for Family & Friends from the safety of home!

FUN Services is launching a Virtual Holiday Shop this year. Our Virtual Shop will make the kids
feel like they are IN-School Shopping. As they Virtually enter the Shop and Go Table to Table. This
is not like any other online shopping experience. The kids will be able to shop from the comfort of
their own home where they can choose the gifts they want to purchase as well as pay for the gifts right
on the virtual site. This eliminates the crowded holiday room or media center you customarily have
used and also makes it to where you Do Not need volunteers if you choose to have us pack the orders
by student.

*We are offering 2 options* (your choice)

1 We pack the orders from the virtual site for your school by student and all you have to do is

distribute the orders to the teachers. The teachers can then send the kids home with their orders
at the end of the school day. This option you get 15% profit for the sale and have very minimal
effort on your part. It's a win win for everyone because the kids still get the joy of shopping for
family, your School Profits and your part is much easier than in the past.

2 We pack one bulk order and bring it to the school where you and a couple of volunteers would

pack each order for each student. This is a bit more work on your part but you get a 25% profit
for this option.
We tried to develop this program with COVID-19 in mind to minimize contact and eliminate the
need for kids to shop at school. The great thing is that for schools that offer in class and distance
learning options, all kids can still enjoy this wonderful program and that is what it is all about…
the kids and the gift of giving!!!
Of course it is our hope that things return back to “normal” and the schools can run the “traditional gift
shop program” but if not this will be an alternative or the new “normal”. The kids have been through
enough and we just want to make sure they are able to participate in the gift shop program which they
Have come to love so much!

It is our goal in making sure everyone is Safe, Healthy and Happy!
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